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Abstract

Large-scale molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are reported for aqueous t-butanol (TBA)

solutions. The CHARMM generalized force field (CGenFF) for TBA is combined with the

TIP4P/2005 model for water. Unlike many other common TBA models, the CGenFF model

is miscible with water in all proportions at 300 K. The main purpose of this work is to investigate

the existence and nature of microheterogeneous structure in aqueous TBA solutions. Our simula-

tions of large systems (128000 and 256000 particles) at TBA mole fractions of 0.06 and 0.1 clearly

reveal the existence of long-range correlations (> 10 nm) that show significant variations on long

time scales (∼ 50 ns). We associate these long-range, slowly varying correlations with the existence

of supramolecular, domain-like structures that consist of TBA-rich and water-rich regions. This

structure is always present but continually changing in time, giving rise to long-range, slowly vary-

ing pair correlation functions. We find that this behavior appears to have little influence on the

single particle dynamics; the diffusion coefficients of both TBA and water molecules lie in the usual

liquid state regime, and mean square displacements provide no indication of anomalous diffusion.

Using our large system simulations, we are able to reliably calculate small angle x-ray scattering

(SAXS) and small angle neutron scattering (SANS) spectra, except at very low wave vector, and

the results agree well with recent experiments. However, the present paper shows that simulation

of the relatively simple TBA/water system remains challenging. This is particularly true if one

wishes to obtain properties such as Kirkwood-Buff factors, or scattering functions at low wave

vector, which strongly depend on the long-range behavior of the pair correlations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The structure of aqueous t-butanol solutions (TBA) has been debated for many years.1–27

Thermodynamic anomalies at low TBA concentration suggest that some aggregation of TBA

molecules occurs,1 and generally model simulations have supported the idea of some sort

of TBA aggregation.13,17,19–21,23,24,28 However, many TBA models commonly used in simula-

tions of aqueous solutions have been found to undergo phase separation in larger systems,

casting doubt on the applicability of earlier results to understanding the structure of aque-

ous TBA.19,28 For example, the Transferable Potential for Phase Equilibria-United Atom

(TraPPE-UA) model,29 which has proven to be an excellent model of pure TBA,17 phase

separates at 298 K, over the concentration range 0.1 ≤ xt ≤ 0.5 (xt = NTBA/N is the

mole fraction of TBA), and possibly at lower and higher concentrations, which we did not

consider. The behavior of the TraPPE-UA model is briefly discussed in the Supplementary

Material. We note that in a relatively large system (32000 particles), complete phase sepa-

ration requires up to 50-70 ns, and that the transient finite-size “clusters” appearing along

the pathway to phase separation could easily be mistaken for stable aggregates if simulations

are not sufficiently long. A further complication is that phase separations observed in sim-

ulations of large systems may not occur in the smaller systems often employed, presumably

because phase transition is inhibited by the cost of interfacial tension. Thus, employing

molecular simulations in an effort to understand TBA-water solutions has proven to be less

straightforward than one might have anticipated.

In a recent paper28 it was shown that the CHARMM generalized force field (CGenFF)

for TBA combined with the TIP4P/2005 water model does not demix at any concentration

for temperatures below 320 K, in qualitative agreement with experiment. Additionally, at

low TBA concentrations (xt . 0.1) the model agrees well with experimentally measured

thermodynamic properties of TBA-water solutions, as well as with diffusion coefficients.

In these earlier simulations, which employed up to 32000 particles, long-range correlations

that appeared slow to converge were observed, but not explored in detail. In the present

paper, we report simulations of very large systems (N = 128000 and 256000 particles) of

aqueous TBA solutions at two concentrations (xt = 0.06 and 0.1). The purpose of this

work is to investigate the range and nature of the structural correlations, and how they

reflect the microheterogeneous nature of these solutions. A particularly important point
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is that all TBA models which we have considered19,28 show TBA aggregation and species

microsegregation, but the CGenFF appears to be the only model where TBA aggregation

does not evolve into full macroscopic demixing. Thus, it appears that maintaining a stable

phase which exhibits significant microsegregation but avoids demixing is a central problem

in modeling solutions of this type.

Our results show that simulations of TBA-water solutions remain challenging. The pres-

ence of TBA-rich and water-rich regions leads to small but very long range pair correlations

that exceed half the length of the simulation even for 256000 particles (& 10 nm). In addition,

the pair correlations undergo very slow fluctuations that reflect the slow rearrangement of

the microheterogeneous structure. This means that long simulations (hundreds of nanosec-

onds) of large systems are necessary, and even then the true long-range behavior of the

correlation functions remains somewhat uncertain. The implications of this for simulation

studies, and, in particular, for the determination of structure factors and Kirkwood-Buff

integrals is discussed. We show that over the measured region, our simulation results are in

good agreement with SAXS and SANS experiments.15,23

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The models and simulation details

are discussed in Section II, simulation results are described and compared with experiment

in Section III, and our conclusions are summarized in Section IV.

II. MODEL AND SIMULATION METHOD

Molecular dynamics simulations with 8000, 128000, and 256000 molecules were performed

using the GROMACS 4.6.2 simulation package.31 The equations of motion were integrated

using a 2 fs time step, and electrostatic interactions were calculated using the particle mesh

Ewald method.32,33 Short-range interactions between all atom pairs were truncated at 0.95

nm. The equilibrium density was obtained by performing simulations at fixed pressure

(P ) and temperature (T ), using the Berendsen barostat34 to control the pressure at 1 bar

for at least 5 ns. Following equilibration with the Berendsen barostat, constant pressure

simulations were performed using the Parrinello-Rahmen barostat.35 In all simulations the

temperature was controlled using the Nosé-Hoover thermostat.36,37 For some systems, NV T

simulations were also performed using the density obtained from NPT simulations.

Simulations with 8000 particles were used only to determine the excess enthalpy. Excess
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enthalpies computed from larger simulations are in good agreement with those obtained

with 8000 particles. A summary of the 128000 and 256000 particle simulations performed at

300 K is provided in Table I. NPT simulations were all performed at 1 bar, and the NV T

simulation at xt = 0.06 at the average NPT density (∼ 0.97 gm/cc).

For most simulations presented here, TBA is modelled using the CHARMM generalized

forcefield (CGenFF)38,39 and the TIP4P/2005 model40 is used for water. We also show results

in the Supplementary Material for simulations performed with the Transferable Potential

for Phase Equilibria-United Atom (TraPPE-UA)29 coarse-grained TBA model, employing

32000 particles.

III. RESULTS

In earlier simulations,28 it was shown that the CGenFF TBA model combined with

TIP4P/2005 water remains mixed at all concentrations for T ≤ 320 K, although phase

separation possibly occurs at higher temperatures with xt = 0.1. The CGenFF model also

agrees reasonably well with many experimental properties of aqueous TBA solutions, in-

cluding the density, isothermal compressibility, and heat capacity, especially at low TBA

concentrations.28 In Fig. 1, we further evaluate the CGenFF model, comparing with ex-

perimental results for the excess enthalpy. Overall, the model agrees well with experiment,

although there are some differences. For example, experimentally, the excess enthalpy de-

creases with increasing TBA concentration up to a concentration of xt ≈ 0.06, while the

decrease is more gradual and extends out to xt ≈ 0.2 in the model simulations. Neverthe-

less, the qualitative features of the experimental curve are reproduced by the model, and

the magnitudes of excess enthalpy at most concentrations are in good agreement. Taken

together with earlier results,28 the agreement with experimental excess enthalpies indicates

that the CGenFF model provides a reasonably accurate representation of real TBA/water

systems.

In previous simulations (using 32000 particles) employing CGenFF TBA with

TIP4P/2005 water, long-range correlations that appeared slow to converge were observed.28

Here we perform long simulations of very large systems (128000 and 256000 particles) to

further investigate the structure of aqueous TBA solutions at xt = 0.06 and xt = 0.1. These

simulations aim to clarify the nature of structural correlations, including possible long-range
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correlations associated with TBA-rich and water-rich regions.

Configurational snapshots from 256000 particle NPT simulations of solutions at xt =

0.06, and 0.1 are shown in Fig. 2. Snapshots from NV T simulations (not shown) exhibit

identical features. We note that, while TBA-rich and water-rich regions are evident in the

snapshots, one does not see TBA clusters of well-defined size and shape. From simulations

with the Lee and van der Vegt model13 (which Gupta and Patey19 found demixes at xt = 0.1

in 64000-particle simulations), Bagchi and coworkers24 observed that TBA molecules form

a spanning cluster in the vicinity of xt = 0.06. Noting that most thermodynamic anomalies

occur in the region xt = 0.03− 0.07, they suggest a possible relationship between anomalies

and the percolation transition. Using the current model (CGenFF TBA with TIP4P/2005

water) we find that the TBA molecules also form a spanning cluster at xt ≈ 0.06.

A. Pair correlation functions

In order to illustrate correlations between the TBA-rich and water-rich regions evident in

Fig. 2, in Fig. 3 we plot selected atom-atom pair correlation functions (three each for TBA-

TBA, water-water, and TBA-water correlations). The atom labels used here and elsewhere

in the paper are CC for the central carbon atom of TBA, OA for the oxygen of TBA, OW

for the oxygen of water, and HW for the hydrogen of water. The main panel and inset of

Fig. 3 show that the atomistic details present in the correlation functions at short range

(see main panel) are completely washed out at long range (see inset), where the functions

reflect correlations on longer length scales associated with the supramolecular, domain-like

structure. One of us has previously reported similar observations for aqueous 1-propanol

solutions.41

Pair correlation functions between the central carbons of TBA [hCC−CC(r)] at xt = 0.06

obtained with 128000 particles are shown for NV T and NPT simulations in Figs. 4 and

5, respectively. We note that the pair correlation functions converge to 0 ± 0.005 for r > 2

nm, however, despite the large system sizes and long simulation times we employ, results

obtained over 50 ns simulation blocks show surprising variation both in the peak heights, and

in the behavior of the long-range tails. For example, in one of the five 50 ns NV T simulation

blocks all short-range structure is enhanced compared to the average (over 250 ns), with the

second peak height being 50% greater than the average value (compare light green and grey
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lines in Fig. 4). The long-range tails apparent in Figs. 4 and 5, though relatively weak, vary

significantly in shape. In some simulation blocks the decay appears monotonic, reminiscent

of what one might associate with concentration fluctuations, whereas other blocks show

structure suggesting correlations between TBA-rich regions. The long-time averages tend

to show less structure than some individual 50 ns blocks, largely due to the cancellation of

structural features amongst the blocks. There does appear to be some residual structure,

which possibly suggests the presence of some correlation between aggregated regions.

The water-water [hOW−OW (r)] and TBA-water [hCC−OW (r)] pair correlation functions

show similar variations (Figs. S2 and S3). This is also true of the 256000 particle simula-

tions at xt = 0.06 (not shown), and of the pair correlation functions obtained with 256000

particles at xt = 0.1 (Figs. S4, S5, and S6). The variations we observe in the pair correla-

tion functions indicates the presence of slow structural fluctuations involving TBA-rich and

water-rich regions, and, even with our long simulations of large systems, it is difficult to

achieve adequate sampling.

Although the level of convergence we are aiming for is high (for example, variations

in the long-range tails occur in the third decimal place), the fact that we are unable to

obtain truly converged pair correlation functions in such large systems and long simulations

is unexpected given the apparent simplicity of the system (a mixture of small molecules).

It is also surprising considering the single-particle dynamics, which show that diffusion

of both TBA and water molecules proceeds normally (mean square displacements show

no subdiffusive timescale, and thus no indication of multiple diffusive environments) with

diffusion constants at xt = 0.06 of 0.47 × 10−5 cm2/s and 1.30 × 10−5 cm2/s for TBA

and water, respectively. In other words, over a 50 ns time period a TBA molecule travels

on average ∼ 10 nm (roughly half the length of the simulation cell in the 256000 particle

systems), which is typically considered sufficient for sampling purposes. This indicates that

the slow variation of the pair correlation functions is due to the “supramolecular” structure

noted above.

Pair correlation functions from NV T and NPT simulations are compared in Figs. 6

and 7. Despite the large fluctuations present in both NV T and NPT simulations discussed

above, the averages do suggest some ensemble dependence which would not be surprising,

given the long correlation range present in these systems. Over the first four nm, NV T

results from both 128000 and 256000 particle systems show stronger correlations between
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both TBA and water molecules (Fig. 7). It is possible that the restricted volume fluctuations

in the finite-size NV T system influences the density and concentration fluctuations, resulting

in the formation of different (in this case more aggregated) structures. Note also that

structural fluctuations appear to be larger in the NV T case. For example, the relative

standard deviations in the height of the first peak in hCC−CC(r) [100×σ/hCC−CC(r = 0.0.58)]

are larger in the NV T simulations (5.2% for N = 128000 and 4.3% for N = 256000) than in

the NPT simulations (2.8% for N = 128000 and 1.0% for N = 256000), where the standard

deviation σ is estimated using four to five 50 ns blocks for N = 128000 and four 25 ns blocks

for N = 256000.

Long-range correlations and inaccuracies in determining pair correlation functions have

implications for computing other quantities, including experimental observables such as

Kirkwood-Buff (KB) integrals.42 Because KB integrals are sensitive to short- and long-range

structure, they have been used as a test of a model’s validity.13,30 In fact, parameters for some

TBA models have been chosen by attempting to reproduce KB integrals.13 Therefore, it is

of interest to investigate how the discrepancies we observe in the pair correlation functions

from different simulations might influence the KB integrals.

In order to accurately determine KB integrals, finite-size effects in the pair correla-

tion functions should be properly corrected. In finite-size systems, NV T pair correlation

functions hij(r) are expected to decay to ∼ −Sij(0)/(
√
xixjN) rather than zero at long-

range.43–45 In the present case, at long range, the pair correlation functions frequently appear

to oscillate about values that are slightly different from zero, as can be seen in Figs. 4-6.

Given the variation we observe in the pair correlation functions at long-range, it is impos-

sible to unambiguously determine the value of the asymptote, although we expect it to be

small for such large systems. Instead, we approximate the correction by shifting the hij(r)

so that they converge to (or oscillate about) zero at large separations. This has been done

for the atom-atom pair correlation functions plotted in Fig. 3, and the small corrections

applied are given in the figure caption. This correction procedure is somewhat arbitrary due

to the irregular shapes of the long-range hij(r) tails, but our main purpose is to determine

how sensitive the KB integrals are to small corrections in such large systems.

KB integrals at xt = 0.06 obtained from corrected and uncorrected pair correlation

functions as functions of the upper limit of integration R [Gij(R) = 4π
∫ R

0
hij(r)r

2dr] are

shown in Fig. 8. Note that the the value of a KB integral is defined as the R → ∞ limit.
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Rather than converging to constants at large R (R & 4 nm), the uncorrected GCC−CC(R) and

GOW−OW (R) slope downward, and GCC−OW (R) slopes upward, due the hij(r) converging to

non-zero values. Note that this behavior is consistent with the expected (at least in the NV T

ensemble) negative corrections for TBA-TBA and water-water, and the expected positive

correction for TBA-water. Estimating finite-size corrections for the hij(r), as described

above, appears to largely resolve the issue resulting in roughly horizontal Gij(R), although

in some cases weak oscillations persist.

Fig. 8, also illustrates that the KB integrals do not reach their asymptotic values for

R < 2 − 4 nm, and, moreover, there are large differences between the NV T and NPT

estimates. Concerning the first point, until recently most simulations were performed with

N ≤ 2000, which corresponds to a maximum R of ∼ 2 nm. Additionally, even if large

systems are employed, slow fluctuations (discussed above) mean that long simulation times

(> 100 ns for 128000-particle systems) are necessary to even approach adequate sampling.

With respect to the second point, the ensemble differences observed in the hij(r) are apparent

in the Gij(R), which begin to deviate at ∼ 1 nm. At large R, Gij(R) from NV T and NPT

simulations differ by a factor of ∼ 2.

B. Structure factors

Partial structure factors for different atomic pairs are obtained using

Sij(k) = δij + 4πρ
√
xixj

∫ ∞

0

drr
sin(kr)

k
hij(r), (1)

where i and j are atom labels. At low wavenumber, partial structure factors, like the KB

integrals, are sensitive to inaccuracies and corrections to the hij(r). The low-k region of

the partial structure factors obtained at xt = 0.06 from NV T and NPT simulations with

128000 and 256000 particles are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively, both with and without

applying an estimate of the finite-size corrections to the pair correlation functions.

If finite-size corrections to the hij(r) are omitted, the atom-atom structure factors shown

in Figs. 9 and 10 have peaks (minima in the cross terms) in Sij(k) at k ∼ 0.7 nm−1,

which could suggest the presence of correlations between domain-like structures. Previously,

Perera suggested that aggregation in aqueous alcohols could result in the presence of low-k

peaks (prepeaks) in the structure factor.41 However, for the present TBA/water system,
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our analysis indicates that the existence or not of a prepeak in the atom-atom structure

factors depends very much on details of the long-range behavior of the corresponding pair

correlation functions. For the examples shown in Figs. 9 and 10, the prepeaks occurring for

the uncorrected results, are removed or much diminished if finite-size corrections estimated

as discussed above are applied. We note that not all uncorrected results exhibit prepeaks,

see, for example, the structure factors at xt = 0.1 shown in Fig. S8. Given the large

fluctuations in the hij(r) discussed above, and the arbitrariness involved in estimating finite-

size corrections, we cannot with confidence determine the precise behavior of the structure

factors at very low k. We conclude that there are no prepeaks above k ∼ 1 nm−1, but below

this value our simulations do not allow a firm conclusion, due to imprecise knowledge of the

long-range behavior of the pair correlation functions.

In order to compare with experiments,23 we calculate the total scattering46

I(k) = ρ
∑
ij

√
xixj

∑
aibj

fai(k)fbj (k)S
(M)
aibj

(k) , (2)

where the outer sum is over molecular species i and j, the inner sum is over all atom pairs

ai and bj , and the atomic form factors are given by fai(k) and fbj (k). The structure factor

S(M)(k) is defined as

S
(M)
aibj

(k) = waibj (k) + ρ
√
xixj

∫
drr

sin(kr)

k
haibj (r), (3)

and includes intramolecular terms waibj (k) = sin(kdab)/kdab, where dab = |ra − rb|.
To compare with the experiments of Artola et al.,23 we plot I(k)/B(k), where B(k) =∑
i xi

∑
ai
f 2
ai
(k). The outer sum in the B(k) expression is over all molecular species i, and

the inner sum is over all atoms ai of species i. The atomic form factors for both SANS and

SAXS are given in Ref. 47. For the SANS scattering, the form factors are independent of

k, as is B(k).

Our SANS and SAXS results at xt = 0.1 are compared with experiment23 in Figs. 11 and

12, respectively. These results were obtained with the pair correlation functions obtained

directly in NPT simulations with 256000 particles, with no attempt to correct for finite

size. Partial structure factors for TBA-TBA, water-water, and TBA-water are included in

the plots. The sum of these contributions gives the total scattering, and we note massive

cancellation amongst the like and cross terms. These cancellations were previously discussed
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by Perera for other systems.41 We observe that the MD and experimental curves clearly do

not agree in magnitude, and there appears to be some missing scaling factor. However,

since the paper of Artola et al.23 does not indicate any scaling, we plot the experimental

values as they are given in the paper, and our results as obtained by direct application of

Eqs. (2) and (3). Overall, the simulation and experimental curves agree in shape, with the

present model giving most of the structural features observed in the experiments. We note

that the very small k behavior determined by our simulations is uncertain for the reasons

discussed above, and the experiments do not extend to values of k low enough to determine

the behavior as k → 0. We do note that SANS results reported by Misawa et al.15 do not

appear to show the presence of a prepeak at very low k. Finally, we note that, due to large

cancellations amongst the structure factors occuring on in Eq. (2), the absence of a prepeak

in the experimentally measured total scattering, I(k), does not rule out the possibility of

domain-related prepeaks in the atom-atom structure factors S
(M)
aibj

(k).

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have employed very large scale MD simulations to investigate the structural fea-

tures of aqueous TBA solutions modeled using the CGenFF model for TBA combined with

TIP4P/2005 water. We emphasize that among the generally available TBA models which

we have considered, only the CGenFF model is miscible with water in all proportions at

300 K, in agreement with the situation for real aqueous TBA solutions. Other evidence in

favor of this model for TBA/water solutions was presented in earlier work,28 where it was

shown that calculated compressibilities, heat capacities, and diffusion coefficients are all in

reasonable agreement with experiment. Here we show that this is also true of the excess

entropy, and of structural properties as measured by SANS and SAXS experiments.

In the present paper, we demonstrate the existence of exceptionally long range structural

correlations that fluctuate very slowly in time. These correlations reflect slow variations in

a supramolecular, domain-like structure that appears to be a stable state of the TBA/water

system. We note that, despite the presence of the microheterogeneous structure, the single

particle dynamics exhibits no unusual features. The diffusion coefficients for both water and

TBA are in the range that is normal for the liquid state, and mean square displacement plots

show no indication of anomalous diffusion. Thus, the time scale of single particle motion is
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apparently decoupled from the much slower time scale associated with fluctuations of the

domain-like structure. This rather complex physical picture of TBA/water solutions clearly

emerges from large-scale simulations.

The long-range, slowly fluctuating structure also poses problems for the calculation of

some mixture properties based on MD simulations. This is particularly true of Kirkwood-

Buff factors and of scattering functions at small wave vector, both of which strongly depend

on the long-range behavior of the pair correlation functions. Our results show that simula-

tions of very large systems for relatively long times are necessary to obtain estimates of these

quantities, and even then significant uncertainties remain. Additionally, we note that even

with 256000 particles, there appear to be significant differences between NV T and NPT

simulations, almost certainly due to fluctuations of the microheterogeneous structure.

Finally, we note that a TBA/water mixture is a relatively simple system. Therefore, we

expect that the behavior described in this paper, likely exists for other aqueous solutions of

small amphiphilic molecules. This clearly has implications for simulation of such solutions,

especially if one is interested in phase behavior and/or any property that is dependent on

long-range correlations.
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TABLE I: Summary of simulations performed at 300 K. At xt = 0.1, three independent NPT

simulations were performed at 1 bar. The NV T simulations were performed at the average NPT

densities, which were 0.9680 and 0.9686 gm/cc for N = 128000 and 256000, respectively.

xt N Ensemble Time (ns)

0.06 128000 NVT 250

0.06 128000 NPT 200

0.06 256000 NVT 100

0.06 256000 NPT 100

0.10 256000 NPT 100

0.10 256000 NPT 100

0.10 256000 NPT 50
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FIG. 1: Excess enthalpy for the CGenFF-TBA/TIP5P2005-water model compared with experiment

(Supplementary Material of Ref. 23) at 298 K. The values plotted were obtained in 8000 particle

simulations. The errors represent the standard deviation of the average values from four 10 ns

simulation blocks.
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FIG. 2: Snapshots from 256000 particle NPT simulations with xt = 0.06 (top) and x = 0.1

(bottom). The panels on the right are views from cross sections 1 nm thick.
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FIG. 3: Illustration of long-range correlations associated with the domain-like structures apparent

in Fig. 2. Selected atom-atom correlation functions from a 100 ns NV T simulation with 256000

particles are shown. The particular atom-atom correlation functions are as indicated in the legend.

CC denotes the central carbon of TBA, OA the oxygen of TBA, OW the oxygen of water, and HW

the hydrogen of water. To correct for finite-size, as discussed in the text, the TBA-TBA, TBA-

water, and water-water correlation functions are shifted by +0.00025, −0.0001, and +0.00003,

respectively.
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FIG. 4: TBA-TBA pair correlation functions [hCC−CC(r) = gCC−CC(r)− 1] at xt = 0.06 from 50

ns simulations blocks of a 250 ns NV T simulation with 128000 particles. The average over the full

250 ns is shown in grey.
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FIG. 5: TBA-TBA pair correlation functions at xt = 0.06 from 50 ns simulations blocks of a 200

ns NPT simulation with 128000 particles. The average over the full 200 ns is shown in grey.
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FIG. 6: TBA-TBA pair correlation functions at xt = 0.06 from NV T (green lines) and NPT

(purple lines) simulations with 128000 (dark lines) or 256000 (light lines) particles. Simulation

times for the 128000-particle systems are 250 ns (NV T ) and 200 ns (NPT ), and for the 256000-

particle systems are 100 ns (both NV T and NPT ).
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FIG. 7: Pair correlation functions [hij(r) = gij(r) − 1] at xt = 0.06 (∼ 1 − 3 nm), from NV T

(green lines) and NPT (purple lines) simulations with 128000 (dark lines) or 256000 (light lines)

particles. Results are shown for i = j = CC (top panel), the i = j = OW (middle panel) and

i = CC, j = OW (bottom panel).
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FIG. 8: KB integrals, Gij(R), at xt = 0.06 as functions of R obtained from NV T (green lines)

and NPT (purple lines) simulations with 128000 (dark lines) or 256000 (light lines) particles. The

solid and dashed line represented results without and with estimated finite-size corrections to the

pair correlation functions, respectively.
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FIG. 9: Partial structure factors at xt = 0.06, SCC−CC(k) (red), SCC−OW (k) (black) and

SOW−OW (k) (blue), from 100 ns NV T (top) and NPT (bottom) simulations with 128000 particles.

Results obtained both with and without estimated finite-size corrections to the pair correlations

are shown as dashed and solid lines, respectively.
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FIG. 10: Partial structure factors at xt = 0.06, SCC−CC(k) (red), SCC−OW (k) (black) and

SOW−OW (k) (blue), from 100 ns NV T (top) and NPT (bottom) simulations with 256000 parti-

cles. Results obtained both with and without estimated finite-size corrections to the pair correlation

functions are shown as dashed and solid lines, respectively.
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FIG. 11: SANS scattering functions at xt = 0.1. The results shown are averages over three inde-

pendent NPT simulations (250 ns in total) employing 256000 molecules. Partial structure factors

for TBA-TBA (red), water-water (blue), and TBA-water (purple) are shown. The deuterium scat-

tering length was used for all hydrogen atoms. The total scattering from simulations (black) is

compared with experimental results23 (grey) in the inset.
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FIG. 12: SAXS scattering functions at xt = 0.1. The results shown are averages over three inde-

pendent NPT simulations (250 ns in total) employing 256000 molecules. Partial structure factors

for TBA-TBA (red), water-water (blue), and TBA-water (purple) are shown. The deuterium scat-

tering length was used for all hydrogen atoms. The total scattering from simulations (black) is

compared with experimental results23 (grey) in the inset.
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